
Write-up by Jerry Colman 

Fifteen boats competed on a very windy Sunday morning at Injebreck reservoir in the second               

weekend of the January dinghy racing series sponsored by Bourne Plaice. Covers were removed              

somewhat gingerly and there were some hesitations when it came to hoisting sails as even though                

the lake looked pleasant with a steady moderate south-westerly breeze we all knew the forecast               

called for a full gale with gusts over 40 knots which is a bit strong even for the hardiest sailors.  

We all knew that as the 10am start approached the breeze would suddenly ratchet up several                

notches and just after the safety boat was launched (permitting dinghies to venture out) large               

black patches appeared on the lake and sails started to flog rather noisily. The nervous amongst us                 

took due note but by now the sails were up, the die was cast and those prepared to chance it took                     

to the water.  

There were some very spectacular speeds exhibited to the crowd of more sensible sailors who               

stayed ashore (not very many of these though) but the fleet managed to convene in the area of                  

the start line without incident and set off from a well laid start line on course for the bottom mark                    

back near the dinghy park. The wind proved to be as unpredictable as normal with gusts coming                 

from all directions, but the Lasers of Angus Jolly and Phil Hardisty shadowed Mike Pridham               

(D-Zero) closely followed by the fleet. The broad reach across to the East side of the lake proved a                   

bit tricky for me as I was probably not far enough back in the boat to keep the bow up so we                      

cartwheeled in a big gust and I landed about 4 or 5 metres from the capsized boat. This was not                    

much of a problem but the boat continued to blow away as I swam towards it but then suddenly a                    

bit of sail poked up and Rooster sharply righted himself and shot off unattended about another 25                 

metres and rounding the next mark before falling over again. I thought ‘never seen a Laser do that                  

before’ and thanks to the safety boat crew for towing me back to my vessel. This interrupted my                  

correspondent’s close surveillance of the fleet for a while but when I set off downwind again I                 

observed that a few others were having a bit of a struggle but as usual the Teras were being rather                    

well sailed as were the  RS Aeros and the D-Zero.  

Most of the Lasers were also upright and Phil Hardisty was up with Angus Jolly, the race continued                  

with rather less attrition than might be expected (3 retirements including myself after 4 assorted               

types of inversion) with the 2 Lasers just in front of the very well sailed RS Aero 5 of Ffinlo Wright.                     

The second race in slightly less breeze showed remarkably similar results to the first but with a few                  

swaps, including Angus swapping second for first and winning the day. 

Manx Sailing & Cruising Club would like to thank sponsor Rob Cowell, Keith Poole for officiating                

and the safety boat crew of Peter Hoosen-Owen, Emily Kee and Chris Perry for their highly                

appreciated assistance. 

Results 

Race 1 - 1st Phil Hardisty (Laser Radial), 2nd Angus Jolly (Laser), 3rd Ffinlo Wright (RS Aero 5), 4th                   

Andrew Dean (Laser Radial), 5th Ralph Kee (Laser), 6th Mike Pridham (D-Zero), 7th Matthew Perry               

(Tera Pro), 8th James Arnold (Tera Pro), 9th Ben Batchelor (Tera Pro), 10th Dave Batchelor (RS                

Aero 7), 11th Paul Melling/Jenny Langtry (Topaz Omega) 



Race 2 - 1st Jolly, 2nd Wright, 3rd Dean, 4th Hardisty, 5th Pridham, 6th Kee, 7th Perry, 8th B                   

Batchelor, 9th D Batchelor, 10th Cope, 11th Arnold  


